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Editorial
Christmas Meal
Dear Members.
It already seems a long time ago, but we had an enjoyable
Christmas celebration evening, once again held at
Bartellas restaurant in Meopham.

Happy New Year to you all, and welcome to
the new NKLG newsletter.
On behalf of the Membership I’d like to thank
John F for producing the Newsletter for the
last 12 years. The Newsletter is a central and
vital element in keeping the Members
informed and in touch with the Club, so the
importance of the role of Newsletter Editor
cannot be overstated. Work commitments
dictate that John now steps down from that
position, and in order to ensure the
newsletter’s continued publication I have
taken it on. I see this very much as a
temporary arrangement, so if you see yourself
as a bit of a newshound and have the time to
take it on, do please let me know. In the
meantime I will do my best to keep the
Editor’s seat warm.
My plan is to have regular ‘features’, such as
forthcoming events, Lotus news and perhaps
restoration items and the like, but I would
value your feedback as to what you would like
to see. In this way I hope to have a framework
to work with and the newsletter won’t be too
thin on occasions. Let me know what you
think!
Talking of forthcoming events, your Events
Secretary John Potts, very ably supported by
Michele and Jon, has a full and varied events
list in the making. This should be finalised in
time for next month’s newsletter. In the
meantime, many thanks to those of you who
have let the Planning Group know of your
preferred events.

Thanks, as ever, to John U. for arranging this and to
Michelle for purchasing and organising the raffle prizes.
The luck of the draw did seem to concentrate itself on one
table, so about as many tickets were returned to the pot as
there were prizes to be won, but we appeared to have a
reasonable spread across the room by the time the
process was completed.
The company is obviously the most important component
on evenings such as this, however the food does have its
part to play. For the most part people were happy with their
meals this year, but there were a few gripes with some
starters, and a major one from Matt, who had a kitchen
scourer in his mashed potato. Some people are so fussy!
The plan is to hold the meal at a new location this year. A
few places are under consideration, but if anybody has any
suggestions please let a member of the Planning Group
know.

Competition
Just for fun, there’s absolutely no prize!

One non-NKLG event that a number of
members are known to attend is the Le Mans
Classic. If you are going this year and would
like to join a NKLG get-together there please
let me know, and we’ll see if we can arrange
something.
Next club night is 10th February. I look forward
to seeing you there.
Forthcoming Events
February (date tbc). Visit to Bell & Colville.
March 9th. Club AGM. 8pm. The White Rock Inn.

Name that Lotus!

Preliminary events list for 2016

`

Contacts
Meetings: 2nd Wednesday, The White Rock Inn, Underriver, TN15 0SB
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Lotus Foibles.
This could definitely become a regular feature of the newsletter. Thanks to Vaughn for this contribution.
My Elise MoT is due in early January so thought I would just give the Elise a quick “blast” on
New Year’s Eve prior to taking it into my local independent garage in the New Year.
Although I did not expect any real problems, having only covered some 900 miles last year,
you never know.
Having warmed up the engine over a few miles, I then jointed the A21 and started to push on
(whilst not exceeding 70 mph - naturally) when I heard a loud bang and the right hand front
Indicator unit flew up and crashed onto the bonnet but was still attached to the electrical
cables.
Pulling over I removed the unit and discovered that the lower plastic retaining clip had
broken although the end of the broken plastic clip did not seem to be discoloured so may
have been broken for some time.
Arriving home I searched the internet and discovered that this is not an uncommon event
with many entries and numerous suggestions as to why it occurs and how to fix it all without
paying Lotus or dealers prices for a replacement ( Elise Shop = £149.90 each ).
The following internet site ( www.Sandsmuseum.com) provides a suggestion for this failure: -

Quote. The apparent cause is the short distance between the two points marked by the
green arrows, the distance between the top and bottom of the opening. If this distance is too
short, it will keep the plastic retaining tab under constant stress and the vibration of driving
will cause the tab to eventually fail.
End of Quote.

According to another internet source the hole is trimmed, by hand during factory installation,
but it also reported that the actual lower plastic clip design was improved in later years, mine
was made in 2002.
Again searching the internet there are a few ideas for re-fixing the unit with either bungee
cords, or cable ties but in my case there is nothing left of the lower retaining clip to attach
anything to. See below: -

The next job is to find a replacement or find a better solution to re-fix it.

As they say :DRIVING MAY BE HAZARDOUS TO YOUR WEALTH
Happy New Year
Vaughn

